
Accept international payments with the 
benefit of Dynamic Currency Conversion 

Open up your 
business to the world

Accept over 72 currencies



Enables customers to pay in home currency using real-time currency 
conversion. For eg: a cardholder of CitiBank US gets an option to pay in 
USD on an Indian merchant checkout

Identifies card type and currency, and automatically displays 
option for DCC

Converts the amount using an exchange rate applicable at the time of 
the purchase/payment

The exchange rates are adjusted on a daily basis, hence current rate 
may not be valid for future purchase

Dynamic Currency Conversion (DCC) gives your international 
customers an option to pay in their home currency while 
making a card payment.

What is Dynamic Currency 
Conversion (DCC)?



Only Visa and Mastercard cards are supported on DCC, whereas other 
schemes like Amex, Diners will be processed via standard international 
flow not via DCC.

PPSL currently supports 72+ currencies for online 
transactions. The current list of all currencies is available to 
view on our website at any time:
https://developer-assets.paytm.com/sftp/upload/cmsuploads
/List_of_supported_international_currencies_af86c4fe64.pdf

Card scheme supported on DCC

72+ currencies supported on DCC



When a customer visits your website or mobile application, on adding 
goods/services to the shopping/order cart - here is the flow that follows.

DCC transaction flow for non-hosted 
merchants

The customer adds or chooses 
an International Card from the 
payment instruments and clicks 
the ‘Pay Now’ button.

The customer is offered the 
option to pay in foreign currency 
as well as domestic currency i.e. 
INR on the next screen.

Step 1 Step 2

>



If the customer chooses foreign 
currency to complete the purchase, a 
currency conversion markup is 
charged and added to the payable 
amount. The customer will be 
charged the exact payment amount 
displayed by the card issuer.

If the customer chooses INR, 
they will be charged a foreign 
currency equivalent plus a 
foreign exchange fee arrived by 
the card issuer.  The two debits 
are generally shown separately 
on the account statement of the 
cardholder.

Step 3 Step 4

>
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>
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DCC proof of payment/receipt

Local merchant currency amount: Price in 
local currency
DCC amount in USD: Amount in card currency 
of customer exchange rate: Rate used for 
currency conversion
Currency Conversion Fee: Fee added on top of 
converted value

Available in all 
standard currencies

No additional 
effort/overhead, payment 
flow will remain the same

Updated exchange rates 
with the benefit of DCC

Helps attract international 
customers and provides a 
superior customer experience by 
providing transaction processing 
in customers’ local currency

Advantages of DCC for merchants



Available in all 
standard currencies

Offers better customer 
experience as the they get 
to pay in home currency

No unexpected fees in bank 
statements and no last minute 
currency conversion rate surprises

Customers can enjoy complete 
transparency as the flow provides 
an opt-in/opt-out option

Advantages of DCC for customers

Key points for offering DCC
Actively inform your customers about DCC.

The cardholder must always be free to choose whether to use DCC or not.

No additional costs. Markup and exchange rate are included.

Display Amount with currency symbols.

Clearly display all information relating to the Dynamic Currency Conversion 
(DCC) service on your website, if applicable. 

The cardholders must indicate whether they accept or decline the DCC 
service. When cardholders select DCC, use the card currency. Do not 
estimate the currency based on the location of the cardholder. 

Be sure that your transaction receipt statements include all required 
information. 

To avoid customer complaints from double conversion, check the card’s 
denominated currency before offering DCC services. Only offer DCC if the 
denominated currency is different from your home currency.



A cardholder may raise a complaint about the DCC 
process when they have not been made fully aware of any 
of the following:

Choice of 
currency

Transaction 
amount in both 

currencies

Exchange 
rate

Refunds
Refunds of DCC transactions should be submitted as 
one of the following:

As a reversal

As a credit in the DCC currency and amount, matching the DCC currency in 
which the purchase transaction was processed

As a credit with DCC applied at the exact exchange rate as the original 
purchase transaction, such that the final currency and amount match the 
currency and amount of the original purchase transaction



For further details regarding this right, refer to the Chargeback Guide.

*Card Schemes (Visa) reserve the right to withdraw a merchant's authorization 
to offer DCC on transactions. 

Automatic DCC is strictly prohibited, and cardholders have chargeback 
rights when DCC is applied without their consent or performed incorrectly. 
Wording such as “choice is final”, “no recourse”, or similar statements can 
mislead or intimidate cardholders into believing that they do not have the 
right to raise disputes. 

Acquirers, merchants, and ATM owners must not add disclaimer language to 
receipts that discourages cardholders from exercising their right to dispute 
incorrectly applied DCC charges. 

Actively inform your customers about DCC. 

Your customers must always be free to choose whether to use DCC or not.* 

No additional costs, markup and exchange rate are included.

Cardholder chargeback rights 
with resolution

If a cardholder complains that they were not given a currency choice for a 
DCC transaction, or DCC was otherwise performed incorrectly, the issuer 
has a chargeback right against the acquirer. 


